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1. INTRODUCTION
Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra of rank r, with adjoint group G.
A nilpotent variety is a closed irreducible subvariety of g consisting of
nilpotent elements and stable by the adjoint action of G; it is the closure
of an adjoint orbit. Nilpotent varieties are classified by Dynkin and
Ž . w x ŽKostant and labelled by Dynkin characteristics d , . . . , d ; see 8 we use1 r
.Bourbaki's numbering of simple roots .
Given a nilpotent variety it is a problem to decide whether it is normal
or not. Normality is a very desirable property for a nilpotent variety, since
it implies rational singularities and the Gorenstein property. Furthermore,
Ž .in that case formulas for graded G-multiplicities are available and
formulas for the G-type of minimal sets of generators of its ideal and its
higher syzygies. This follows from work by several people, such as Kempf,
Elkik, Kraft, Procesi, McGovern, Hinich, Panyushev, and Weyman; see
Theorem 3, where the basic results are stated. There are applications in
various parts of representation theory as well.
Kostant obtained the first result on the normality problem by showing
that the full nilpotent variety is normal. Some low dimensional cases were
shown to be normal in work of Popov and Vinberg, Kempf, and Hesselink.
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Lie algebra of type A ; a different proof was found by Weyman. Subse-r
quently Kraft and Procesi investigated in depth the other classical simple
Lie algebras. But for those algebras non-normal nilpotent varieties appear,
and the normality still remains to be settled for some ``very even'' cases,
Ž .such as the variety associated with the partition 4, 4, 2, 2 in type D . For6
the exceptional Lie algebras some nilpotent varieties were known to be
non-normal, by work of Beynon and Spaltenstein, Levasseur and Smith,
w xand Richardson. The case G was completely settled; see Kraft 13 . In this2
paper Kraft gave also a survey of what was known about the normality
problem up to that time.
Ž w xSince the appearance of Kraft's survey, Hinich and Panyushev see 10
w x.and 15 proved independently the fundamental result that the normaliza-
tion of any nilpotent variety has rational singularities. We showed that the
subregular nilpotent variety is normal, together with certain other large
Ž w x w x.nilpotent varieties see 3 and 4 ; this work was inspired by Weyman's
w x17 .
For the remaining exceptional Lie algebras the majority of cases have
not yet been decided. Proving that nilpotent varieties in exceptional Lie
algebras are non-normal is usually not difficult in contrast to showing
normality. The main purpose of this article is to settle the normality
problem for all nilpotent varieties in a Lie algebra of type F . We refer to4
w xCarter's tables in 7 for more information on dimensions, stabilizers, etc.
Here is the result.
THEOREM 1. Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra of type F . The4
Dynkin characteristics of the normal nilpotent ¤arieties are
2, 2, 2, 2 ; 2, 2, 0, 2 ; 0, 2, 0, 2 ; 2, 2, 0, 0 ; 0, 2, 0, 0 ; 0, 0, 1, 0 ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2, 0, 0, 0 ; 0, 1, 0, 0 ; 0, 0, 0, 1 ; 1, 0, 0, 0 ; 0, 0, 0, 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
The remaining nilpotent ¤arieties are non-normal, with characteristics
1, 0, 1, 2 ; 1, 0, 1, 0 ; 0, 1, 0, 1 ; 0, 0, 0, 2 ; 2, 0, 0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
For about half the number of nilpotent varieties in F the normality4
problem was already solved. Normality was already known in the following
Ž . Ž w x. Ž . Žcases: 2, 2, 2, 2 the full nilpotent variety, see Kostant 12 ; 2, 2, 0, 2 the
w x. Ž . Žsubregular nilpotent variety, see Broer 3 ; 1, 0, 0, 0 the minimal nontriv-
. Ž . Žial nilpotent variety, by Vinberg and Popov ; 0, 0, 0, 1 proved by Hes-
. Ž .selink using a method of Kempf ; and of course the trivial case 0, 0, 0, 0 .
Ž . Ž . ŽNon-normality was known for 1, 0, 1, 2 and 1, 0, 1, 0 using tables of
ŽShoji and by a method due to Beynon and Spaltenstein using remarks of
. w x.Verdier and Brylinski , see 13 . The remaining seven cases are new. We
give proofs of the known cases as well.
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As a remarkable consequence of our calculations we offer the following
corollary saying that for checking normality we only have to check two
multiplicities, namely, of the adjoint representation and of the simple
module with highest weight equal to the short dominant root. I did not
find an a priori proof for this fact.
COROLLARY 2. Let N be a nilpotent ¤ariety in a Lie algebra of type F ,4
Äwith normalization N. Then N is normal if and only if the multiplicities for N
Äand N are the same for the two simple modules with highest weights the short
Ž w x. Ž w x.dominant root i.e., 0, 0, 0, 1 and the long dominant root i.e., 1, 0, 0, 0 .
Our methods of proof are based on the same cohomological principles
as Weyman's proof of the normality of nilpotent varieties in A , butr
combined with Richardson's comparison of multiplicities. All methods are
based on the basic Theorem 3, together with upper bounds of cohomology
using Borel, Weil, and Bott's theorem. In Section 2.10 we extract the three
slightly different normality criteria we use in our classification.
To be able to do the large computations necessary we wrote programs in
the computer algebra programs Maple and LiE; most computations were
done on a Power Macintosh. For the normality problem for E our6
programs are not yet efficient enough to handle all cases by brute force.
In the next section we expose the theory on which our methods are
based, giving the three normality criteria we shall use. We work in greater
generality than strictly needed for the purpose of the normality problem.
This makes it possible to study many coverings of nilpotent varieties as
well; those varieties are also important in representation theory. There are
also applications in the theory of sheets and decomposition classes. In the
last section we give details of the proof and details of the calculations
needed for Theorem 1.
2. BOUNDS AND SOME NORMALITY CRITERIA
2.1. Dynkin Characteristic and Basic Theorem
Let g be any complex semisimple Lie algebra of rank r, with adjoint
group G. To any pair of a Z-grading of g and a positive number we shall
associate a nilpotent variety N and a vector bundle on a complete
homogeneous space that collapses onto N. Next we shall compare the
global regular functions on N with those on the vector bundle.
w xLet g s [ g be a Z-grading; in particular g , g ; g . For general-i i j iqji
ities on gradings and some of the associated representation theory see Kac
w x11 .
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The subalgebra p [ [ g is parabolic; we let P be the associatediiG 0
parabolic subgroup of G. As Levi factor L of P we take the reductive
group with Lie algebra g . Choose a Cartan subalgebra t ; g and simple0 0
Ž .root vectors x g p. We define a Dynkin characteristic D [ d , d , . . . , da 1 2 r
Ž .by taking d to be the degree of the simple root vector x i.e., x g g .i a a di i i
We shall always take Bourbaki's ordering of simple roots. Conversely, any
Ž .Dynkin characteristic and a choice of a Borel subalgebra defines a
Z-grading on g; gradings on g up to conjugacy are characterized by their
Dynkin characteristics. We sometimes denote the parabolic subalgebra p
Ž .associated with D by p D , etc.
There is a unique semisimple element h in the center of g generating0
w xthe grading, in the sense that x g g if and only if h, x s ix. Using h wei
Ž .give any g- or p- module V a compatible Z-grading by ¤ g V if and onlyi
if h¤ s i¤ . We write for a weight l
ht D , l [ l h ,Ž . Ž .
i.e., the degree of a highest weight vector in V . We can calculate it asl
r Ž .follows: if l s Ý q a where a are the simple roots and D sis1 i i i
Ž . Ž . rd , . . . , d , then ht D, l s Ý d q .1 r is1 i i
Take any positive integer d and a Dynkin characteristic D. We associate
with these data a nilpotent subalgebra
m D , d [ m [ g ,Ž . [ i
iGd
where as usual the grading is associated with D and a fixed choice of a
Borel subalgebra, we shall usually omit this precision. We define the
Ž .nilpotent variety N [ N D, d as the union of the adjoint orbits contain-
Ž .ing an element in m D, d ; formally
N D , d [ Ad g m ; g g G, m g m D , d ; g . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .A characteristic D, d will be called good if the following equality
holds:
dim N D , d s dim g q dim m D , d y dim p D .Ž . Ž . Ž .
This is not always the case.
Ž . P ŽD . Ž .Write X [ X D, d [ G = m D, d for the homogeneous vector
Ž . Ž .bundle on the projective homogeneous space GrP D with fibre the P D
Ž .module m D, d . The collapsing
g : X D , d “ N D , d : g ) m ‹ gm [ Ad g mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
is proper and surjective; it is generically finite to 1 if and only if the
Ž .characteristic D, d is good.
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Ä ÄŽ .Write N s N D, d for the normal affine variety with coordinate ring
w Ž .x Ž Ž ..C X D, d i.e., the algebra of global regular functions on X D, d . Then
Ä Äthe collapsing g factors over N, g : X “ N has connected fibres, andÄ
ÄŽ . Ž .n : N D, d “ N D, d is a finite morphism.
2.2. Examples
We shall now give examples where gradings arise, and of what roles N
Äand N play.
Let e be any nilpotent in g , then by the lemma of Jacobson and
Ž . w x w xMorozow there exists an s l -triple e, f , h , s.t., e, f s h, h, e s 2 e,2
w xh, f s y2 f. The semisimple element h defines a grading on g and a
Dynkin characteristic D. Then the closure of the adjoint orbit of e
Ž . Ž .identifies with N D, 2 i.e., we take d s 2 here . The Dynkin characteris-
tic uniquely determines the nilpotent orbit Ge. In this case the characteris-
Ž .tic D, 2 is always good and the theorem applies. But we have more: the
ÄŽ .collapsing g is always birational and N D, 2 is just the normalization
of N.
Another context where good characteristics come up is in the study of
rings of global differential operators on GrP. The operator representation
Ž . Ž w x.U g “ D is surjective see 1 ; let I be its kernel. Take as character-G r P
Ž Ž . .istic D s d , . . . , d , d s 1 , where d s 0 if x g l and 1 otherwise;1 r i a iÄw xthis is a good characteristic. Now the algebra C N can be identified with
the associated graded algebra of D , filtered by the operator filtration.G r P
Ž .The associated graded algebra of U g rI filtered by the Poincare]Â
w xBirkhoff]Witt filtration, modulo its nilpotent radical is just C N . In this
Äcontext, N s N if and only if the two natural filtrations on D coincide.G r P
w xA third context occurs in the theory of decomposition varieties; see 6 ,
where different good characteristics appear than in the two contexts
already mentioned.
2.3. Basic Theorem
We have the following basic structure theorem when the characteristic is
good. We shall only consider good characteristics in this article. It is a
Žgeneralization of a theorem of Hinich and Panyushev generalizing an
.observation of Elkik , using work of Weyman.
Ž .THEOREM 3. Let D, d be a good characteristic for the simple Lie
ÄŽ . Ž .algebra g with associated ¤arieties X s X D, d , N s N D, d , N s
ÄŽ .N D, d , etc.
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ÄŽ .i N is Gorenstein with rational singularities and with resolution of
singularities
Äg : X “ N.Ä
In particular,
H i GrP , L S jm * s 0,Ž .Ž .G r P
for all i G 1 and all j.
ÄŽ . w xii Let I be the ideal in C N generated by the homogeneous elements
Äw x Ž w x.of positi¤e degree in C N considered as a subring of C N , and let R be the
Ägraded quotient ring by that ideal. Then N , N if and only if R , C. And
generally
R , H i GrP , L Hi grm *Ž .Ž .Ž .i G r P
as G-modules.
ÄŽ . w x w xiii Consider C N as a graded A [ C g -module. It is a Cohen]
Macaulay graded module ha¤ing a duality in its minimal graded resolution:
U
A AÄ Äw x w xTor C N , C , Tor C N , C ,Ž . Ž .ž / ž /i Žn yi. Ž .j m yj0 0
where n s dim g y dim N, d [ dim GrP, and m is the smallest integer0 0 0
0 Ž Ž i ..such that H GrP, L S m* m C does not ¤anish.G r P c
And generally
A Ä jy i jw xTor C N , C , H GrP , L H grm *Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /i G r Pj
as G-modules.
Ž . wProof. The statements in i are slight generalizations of 6, Lemma
x5.3 , where the special case d s 2 is considered, but the proof extends. For
Ž . w x w xthe statements about Tor in iii see 3, Lemma 3.9 or 6, Theorem 5.2 .
A ÄŽ . Ž w x .From this ii follows, since Tor C N , C gives the G-type of a minimal0
Äw x w xset of generators of C N as A and a C N -module. We still have to prove
Äthe duality. If N s N this is equivalent to the Gorenstein property.
Let c be the sum of the weights in g [ ??? [ g . Then the sheaf of1 dy1
P Ž .sections of the line bundle G = m [ C “ X is isomorphic to thec
Ž . Ž .canonical bundle v . In the proof of i in loc. cit. it is shown thatX
although v is not necessarily trivial, the global sections of v and theX X
Äw xstructure sheafs are the same, up to a shift in the grading by m : C N s0
0Ž Ž ..w xH X, L C ym . By the assumption on the good characteristic theX c 0
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higher cohomology of the canonical bundle vanishes, by Grauert and
Riemenschneider's vanishing theorem. Now we get the equalities
A Ä jy i jw xTor C N , C , H GrP , L H grm *Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .i G r Pj
, H d0yŽ jyi. GrP , L Hj grm m Hd0 grp * *Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .G r P
, H d0yŽ jyi. GrP , L HŽn0qd 0yj . grm * m C *Ž .Ž .ž /G r P c
, Tor A H 0 X , L C , CŽ .Ž .ž /Žn yi. X c Ž .n qd yj0 0 0
A 0 w x, Tor H X , L C m , CŽ .Ž .ž /Žn yi. X c 0 Ž .n qd ym yj0 0 0 0
A Äw x, Tor C N , C .Ž .Ž .Žn yi. n qd ym yj0 0 0 0
In the second equality we used Serre duality, the canonical bundle on GrP
d0Ž Ž . .being L H grp * . This finishes the proof.G r P
Ä AŽ w x .If N s N, then Tor C N , C can be computed by the theorem. It gives1
the G-type of the G-module spanned by a minimal set of generators of the
w xgraded ideal of N in C g , and analogously for higher syzygies; the Tors
contain therefore a lot of practical information.
iŽ Ž ..2.4. Upper Bounds of H GrP, L WG r P
iŽ Ž ..It is very difficult to calculate H GrP, L W for a general P-mod-G r P
ule W, such as those occurring in the theorem. But it is easy to give an
upper bound with the help of the Borel]Weil]Bott theorem. The P-mod-
ule W has a filtration
W s W > W > ??? > W > W s 0,0 1 s sq1
such that successive quotients W rW are all completely reducible P-i iq1
modules, or equivalently the unipotent radical of P acts trivially on the
successive quotients. Write
s
;W [ W rW[ i iq1
is0
for the associated graded completely reducible P-module. It is isomorphic
to the P-module obtained by changing the action on W by letting the
unipotent radical act trivially and the Levi factor L as before. The theorem
iŽ Ž ;..of Borel, Weil, and Bott calculates H GrP, L W as a G-module.G r P
It says that if the highest weights of W considered as an L-module are
Ž ;.known, then the cohomology groups of L W are known as G-G r P
modules.
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THEOREM 4. Let l be an integral weight that is dominant with respect to
L l B and let V be a simple L-module with highest weight l. The simplel, L
P-module V is obtained from V by letting the unipotent radical of P actl, P l, L
tri¤ially; all simple P-modules are obtained this way. Then
H i GrP , L V *Ž .Ž .G r P l , P
V U , if ’ : l w s i and m q r s w l q r ,Ž . Ž .m w g Ws ½ 0, otherwise.
w xProof. See 9 .
The promised bounds are provided by the following lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 5. Let W be any P-module. There is a noncanonical inclusion
of G-modules
H i GrP , L W ; H i GrP , L W ; ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G r P G r P
where W ; is defined at the beginning of the subsection.
Ž . Ž ;.The Euler characteristics of L W and L W are the same asG r P G r P
Ž .¤irtual G-modules.
Proof. This follows easily from the construction of W ; , the long exact
sequence of sheaf cohomology groups, and the linear reductivity of G.
A ÄŽ w x .2.5. Bounds on Tor C N , Cv
The previous lemma provides bounds on the dominant weights that can
occur in the minimal sets of generators of higher syzygies, or equivalently
A ÄŽ w x .in Tor C N , C .v
Ž . v Ž .To define them, let S D, d be the collection of weights in H brm ,
Ž .i.e., the sums of different positive roots a such that ht D, a - d. Next, let
qŽ .S D, d be the collection of those dominant weights that are in the
Ž . Ž .W-orbit of some element in S D, d . Finally, let f D, d be the collection
Ž . Ž .of maximal elements in S D, d ; usually f D, d will contain only one
element.
Ž .PROPOSITION 6. Let D, d be a good characteristic and m a dominant
weight.
Ž .i If there exists an inclusion
U A Ä jy i jw xV ; Tor C N , C , H GrP , L H grm *Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .m i G r Pj
for some i and j, then m is smaller than or equal to a dominant weight in
Ž .f D, d .
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Ž .ii If there exists an inclusion
V U ; R , H i GrP , L Hi grm *Ž .Ž .Ž .m i G r P
Ž .for some i ) 0, then m is strictly smaller than one of the weights in f D, d .
v Ž . v Ž .Proof. Any weight of H grm is a sum of a weight in H grb and
Ž . w xa weight from S D, d . Now use 3, Lemma 2.10 and a reasoning about
filtrations as in the previous paragraph.
ÄIt follows that for checking whether N s N we only have to consider
Ž .multiplicities of weight strictly smaller than some weight in f D, d . We
would like to be able to compute and compare those multiplicities.
2.6. Exponents and Normal Exponents
Let V be a simple G-module with highest weight l. Graded multiplici-l
Äties in N and N give two numerical functions. More precisely,
UE D , d, l : Z “ Z : m ‹ dim Hom V , C N D , d ,Ž . Ž .Ž .G 0 G 0 G l m
Ž .called exponents for D, d of weight l, and
UÄ ÄE D , d , l : Z “ Z : m ‹ dim Hom V , C N D , d ,Ž . Ž .ž /G 0 G 0 G l m
Ž . Ž .Ž .called normal exponents for D, d of weight l. If e s E D, d, l i , onei
also writes
E D , d , l s 0 e0 , 1e1 , 2 d2 , . . . , aea ,Ž . Ž .
ÄŽ .if e s 0 for i ) a. Generating functions are useful as well; E D, d, l; q isi
Ž .the generating polynomial for the normal exponents of type D, d and
weight l, i.e.,
‘
mÄ ÄE D , d , l; q [ E D , d , l m q .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
ms0
ÄŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .One has E D, d, l i s E D, d, l i s 0 if di ) ht D, l , where l is a
Ž . ŽŽ . .dominant weight. For D, d s 2, 2, . . . , 2 , 2 , normal exponents and ex-
w xponents are the same as Kostant's generalized exponents 12 . We always
have
w xE D , d , l i F E 2, 2, . . . , 2 , 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
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but in general we do not have such inequalities for normal exponents. The
exponents and normal exponents are the same for all dominant weights if
ÄŽ . Ž .and only if N D, d s N D, d .
For good characteristics, normal exponents are much easier to calculate
than exponents, due to the basic theorem, in particular since higher
cohomology of the structure sheaf of X vanishes.
2.7. Calculating Normal Exponents
Ž .We shall give two related methods for calculating normal exponents.
Ž .One works best when m D, d is big, the other when it is small.
Ž . w xDefine a graded analog P l; q g Z q of Kostant's partition function
by the generating function
N 1
l w xs P l; q e g Z X @q#,Ž .Ł Ýa i1 y e qŽ .is1 l
w xwhere a , . . . , a are the positive roots and Z X the integral group ring1 N
on X with basis el for l g X. For m g X and l g Xq Lusztig's q-analog
mŽ .of weight multiplicity M q is defined asl
M m q [ sgn P w l q r y m q r ; q ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýl w
wgW
where r s 1r2 ÝN a and sgn is the sign of w. By substituting q [ 1 inis1 i w
mŽ . mM q we get the weight multiplicity m of the weight m in a simplel l
G-module V with highest weight l, by Kostant's weight multiplicityl
formula. One has Hesselink and Peterson's formula
Ä 0w xE 2, 2, . . . , 2 , 2, l; q s M qŽ .Ž . l
Ž w x.for Kostant's generalized exponents see, e.g., 3 .
Let b , . . . , b be the positive roots such that x g [dy1 g , i.e., the1 s b iis0i
Ž .nonzero weights of brm. Let the polynomials n D, d; q be defined bym
s
b mi1 y e q \ n D , d; q e .Ž .Ž .Ł Ý m
is1 m
Then the normal exponents can be computed from Lusztig's q-analogs of
weight multiplicity as follows.
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PROPOSITION 7. Let D be a Dynkin characteristic and l a dominant
weight. Then
Ä mE D , d , l; q s n D , d; q M q .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý m l
m
ÄŽ .In particular, the number E D, d, l; q [ 1 of normal exponents equals
n D , d; q [ 1 m m ,Ž .Ý m l
m
where m m is the weight multiplicity of weight m in the simple module withl
highest weight l.
Proof. This follows from the vanishing of higher cohomology of the
structure sheaf of X together with Lemma 5, the Borel]Weil]Bott theo-
w xrem, and the projection formula for GrB “ GrP. See 3 for some more
details.
w x mŽ .In 5 we gave an iterative method of calculating M q , which can bel
considered as an analog of Freudenthal's iterative formula of weight
multiplicity.
2.8
The second method we found useful runs as follows. Each symmetric
power of m is a P-module, and by restriction also an L-module. We could
Ž .first calculate their dominant weights dominant for B l L , and use these
to calculate the normal exponents. Let Xq be the collection of weights ofL
T that are dominant with respect to B l L. For m g Xq letL
Ä U iw xE m ; q [ dim Hom V , C m q , 1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý iL L m , L
i
w xwhere V is a simple L-module of highest weight m and C m them, L i
homogeneous part of degree i in the coordinate ring of m. Let W be theL
Ä qŽ .Weyl group of L. We define E m; q s 0 if m f X .L L
Ž . qPROPOSITION 8. Let D, d be a characteristic and l g X . Then
Ä ÄE D , d , l; q s sgn E w l q r y r ; q .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý w L
wgWrWL
Proof. This follows again from the vanishing of higher cohomology of




It is much easier in general to calculate normal exponents than to
Žcalculate exponents and the nilpotent variety is normal if and only if they
. w xall agree . Richardson 16 calculated the exponents for any characteristic
if the weight is the highest root, and by comparing with normal exponents
he detected non-normal nilpotent varieties.
ÄŽ . Ž .If it is not known whether N D, d s N D, d we have no useful
numerical algorithm for finding exponents. We only have ways of getting
under bounds and upper bounds. Crude bounds are obtained as follows.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Suppose N D , d ; N D , d . Then obviously E D , d , l m F1 1 2 2 1 1
Ž .Ž .E D , d , l m for all l and m. For many applications this is good2 2
enough.
One way of getting explicit covariants is by realizing g as a Lie algebra
of matrices and then taking powers. More precisely, let V be a nontrivial
Ž .G-module. Then we can imbed g ; g l V . For any G-equivariant projec-
Ž .tion p : g l V “ V onto a simple G-module, and for each i g Z wel l G1
get an explicit covariant
g “ V : x ‹ p x iŽ .l l
Ž .by first taking the ith power of x in the matrix algebra g l V and then
taking its projection in V . If V is self-dual thenl
g l V s V * m V s V m2 s S2V [ H2 V ,Ž .
Ž . 2 Ž . 2 Ž .and either g ; s o V s H V or g ; sp V , S V. So if x g s o V ,
i Ž . i 2then x g s o V if i is odd and x g S V if i is even. Analogously, if
Ž . i Ž . i 2x g sp V , then x g sp V if i is odd and x g H V if i is even. In this
context the following simple lemma is very useful.
LEMMA 9. Let D be the Dynkin characteristic of a generic nilpotent e in a
nilpotent ¤ariety N. For a dominant weight m consider e as an element of the
Ž . m Ž .matrix ring g l V . Then e s 0 for m g Z if and only if m ) ht D, m .m G 0
Proof. This follows easily from s l -representation theory using the2
s l -triple containing e as a nil-positive element.2
2.10. Normality Criteria
We now have enough machinery to formulate the three normality
criteria we use in the proof of our classification of normal nilpotent
varieties in F .4
The first has the advantage that it is almost automatic and can be
programmed on a computer.
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Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 10 First criterion . Let D, d be a good characteristic.
ÄThen N , N if the following condition is satisfied.
If the nonzero dominant weight l occurs in
;i iH GrP , L H grm * ,Ž .Ž .ž /G r P
for i ) 0, then this dominant weight does not occur in the homogeneous part
w xof C N of degree i.
The second criterion works well for large dimensional cases.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 11 Second criterion . Let D, d be a good characteristic
Ž .and let f D, d be the collection of bounds as defined before Proposition 6.
ÄThen N , N if and only if exponents and normal exponents are the same for
all nonzero dominant weights m that are strictly smaller than some weight in
Ž .f D, d .
The third works well for small dimensional cases, more precisely for the
Ämultiplicity free cases. N is called multiplicity free if any simple module
Äw xoccurs at most once in C N ; this implies that then N is also multiplicity
free.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 12 Third criterion . Let D, d be a good characteristic
Äsuch that N is multiplicity free. Let m , . . . , m be the weights of a set of1 p
Ä Uw xgenerators of C N , where U is the unipotent radical of B.
ÄThen N , N if and only if
U w xHom V , C N / 0Ž .G m i
for all i s 1, . . . , p.
3. NORMALITY AND NON-NORMALITY PROOFS FOR
NILPOTENT VARIETIES IN A SIMPLE LIE
ALGEBRA OF TYPE F4
From now on we take g simple of type F and we classify the nilpotent4
varieties that are normal. We associate with any nilpotent variety its
Ž .Dynkin characteristic d s 2 in these cases , for much more information
won dimensions, stabilizers, inclusion relations, etc., see Carter's tables 7,
xe.g., p. 401 . We collect in Table I some normal exponents for the full
Ž .nilpotent cone of characteristic 2, 2, 2, 2 . These coincide with Kostant's
generalized exponents. They were calculated using the iterative method
Ž .see remarks after Proposition 7 . All the other normal exponents we shall
give were also calculated iteratively using Proposition 7.
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TABLE I
Generalized Exponents for the Full Nilpotent Cone
w x0, 0, 0, 1 4, 8
w x1, 0, 0, 0 1, 5, 7, 11
2w x0, 0, 1, 0 3, 5, 7, 9 , 11, 12, 13, 15
2 2 2 2w x0, 0, 0, 2 2, 4, 6 , 8 , 10 , 12 , 14, 16
2 2 2 2 2 2w x1, 0, 0, 1 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10 , 11 , 12, 13 , 14 , 15 , 16, 17, 18, 19
2 3 3 2 3 3 2w x0, 1, 0, 0 3, 5, 6, 7 , 8, 9 , 11 , 12 , 13 , 15 , 16, 17 , 18, 19, 21
2 2 3 3 3 2 2w x2, 0, 0, 0 2, 4, 6 , 8 , 10 , 12 , 14 , 16 , 18 , 20, 22
3 3 3 5 5 4 6 6 4 5 5 3 3 3w x0, 0, 1, 1 4, 5, 6, 7 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 11 , 12 , 13 , 14 , 15 , 16 , 17 , 18 , 19 , 20 , 21, 22, 23
3.1. Non-normality Proofs of the Nilpotent Varieties with Characteristics
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1, 0, 1, 2 , 1, 0, 1, 0 , 0, 1, 0, 1 , 2, 0, 0, 1 , and 0, 0, 0, 2
We collect the normal exponents for those types in Table II for two
Ž . Ž .dominant weights. It shows in particular that the types 1, 0, 1, 2 , 1, 0, 1, 0 ,
Ž . Ž . w x0, 1, 0, 1 , and 0, 0, 0, 2 have a normal exponent 2 of weight 0, 0, 0, 1 , but
the generalized exponents of this weight are 4 and 8. It follows that 2 is not
an exponent for these nilpotent varieties. Therefore by the second normal-
ity criterion these nilpotent varieties are not normal.
By an analogous argument the nilpotent variety of characteristic
Ž .2, 0, 0, 1 is not normal, since it has a normal exponent 3 of weight
w x1, 0, 0, 0 , but 3 is not a generalized exponent.
Accepting for a moment that all other nilpotent varieties are normal,
w xthis shows in particular that only the multiplicities of weights 1, 0, 0, 0 and
w x0, 0, 0, 1 need to be checked. Hence Corollary 2.
Ž .3.2. Normality of N 0, 0, 1, 0
Ž .This case took us and our Macintosh the most work to handle. We
Ž .calculated Table III, giving the only pairs l, i such that V occurs in thel
iŽ i ŽŽ .;. .cohomology groups H GrP, H grm * .
Ž .Those degrees do not show up as normal exponents of 0, 0, 1, 0 for the
Ž .corresponding nonzero weights see Table IV . It follows from the first
Ž .normality criterion that N 0, 0, 1, 0 is normal.
TABLE II
Ž . Ž .Normal Exponents for Dynkin Types 1, 0, 1, 2 , 1, 0, 1, 0 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .0, 1, 0, 1 , 2, 0, 0, 1 , and 0, 0, 0, 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l _ D 1, 0, 1, 2 1, 0, 1, 0 0, 1, 0, 1 2, 0, 0, 1 0, 0, 0, 2
w x0, 0, 0, 1 2, 4 2 2 } 2
w x1, 0, 0, 0 1, 5 1, 3 1 1, 3 1
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TABLE III
i i ;Ž ŽŽ . . .The Only Nonzero Dominant Weights l in H GrP, H grm * ,
Ž .for Dynkin Type 0, 0, 1, 0
l i
w x0, 0, 0, 1 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
w x1, 0, 0, 0 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13
w x0, 0, 1, 0 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
w x0, 0, 0, 2 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
w x1, 0, 0, 1 5, 6, 7
w x0, 1, 0, 0 7, 8
w x2, 0, 0, 0 6, 7
w x1, 0, 1, 0 7
3.3. Normality Proofs of the Nilpotent Varieties Ha¤ing Characteristics
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2, 2, 2, 2 , 2, 2, 0, 2 , 0, 2, 0, 2 , 2, 2, 0, 0 , and 0, 2, 0, 0
In the proofs of those nilpotent varieties we shall use the second
Ž Ž .normality criterion; the bounds are given in Table V of course f 2, 2, 2, 2
 4.s 0 . We shall also have to find out which normal exponents are actually
exponents. We give tables of exponents in Tables VI and IV.
Ž .Corollary 11 says that N D is normal if and only if exponents and
normal exponents are the same for all nonzero weights strictly smaller
Ž . Ž . Ž .than one of the weights in f D . For D s 2, 2, 2, 2 and 2, 2, 0, 2 , there
is therefore no condition. Hence they are normal. This proof of the
w xsubregular case is essentially the same as the original one in 3 .
Ž . Ž .Consider the case D s 0, 2, 0, 0 . Since N 0, 0, 1, 0 is contained in
Ž . Ž . ŽN 0, 2, 0, 0 , the exponents of 0, 0, 1, 0 which are equal to the normal
Ž .. Ž .exponents of 0, 0, 1, 0 form a subset of the exponents of 0, 2, 0, 0 .
TABLE IV
Ž . Ž .Normal Exponents for Dynkin Types 0, 2, 0, 0 and 0, 0, 1, 0
Ž . Ž .0, 2, 0, 0 0, 0, 1, 0
w x0, 0, 0, 1 } }
w x1, 0, 0, 0 1 1
w x0, 0, 1, 0 3 3
w x0, 0, 0, 2 2, 4 2
w x1, 0, 0, 1 } }
w x0, 1, 0, 0 3, 5 3
w x2, 0, 0, 0 2, 4, 6 2, 4
w x0, 0, 1, 1 4, 5 4
w x0, 0, 0, 3 6 }
w x1, 0, 1, 0 4, 6 4
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TABLE V
Ž .The Bounds f D for Several Characteristics D
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D 2, 2, 0, 2 0, 2, 0, 2 2, 2, 0, 0 0, 2, 0, 0 0, 0, 1, 0
Ž . w x4 w x4 w x4 w x4 w x4f D 0, 0, 0, 1 0, 0, 1, 0 0, 0, 0, 2 0, 1, 0, 0 1, 1, 0, 1
According to Corollary 11 again, we only have to check that exponents and
normal exponents are the same for the nonzero weights strictly smaller
w x Ž Ž . w x4.than 0, 1, 0, 0 since f 0, 2, 0, 0 s 0, 1, 0, 0 . But for those weights the
Ž . Ž . Ž .normal exponents of 0, 2, 0, 0 and 0, 0, 1, 0 are the same see Table IV ,
Ž .hence also the exponents. So N 0, 2, 0, 0 is normal.
Ž .Next for the case D s 2, 2, 0, 0 . Here we have to check only for weights
w xstrictly smaller than 0, 0, 0, 2 . By comparing normal exponents of types
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..2, 2, 0, 0 and 0, 2, 0, 0 or 0, 0, 1, 0 we conclude that we only have to
Ž . w xshow that 5 is an exponent for D s 2, 2, 0, 0 of weight 1, 0, 0, 0 . This was
w xalready shown by Richardson 16 . Hence normality follows.
Ž .We can analogously conclude that N 0, 2, 0, 2 is normal if and only if 4
w x Ž .is an exponent of weight 0, 0, 0, 1 for D s 0, 2, 0, 2 .
We give a construction of a covariant of this type. The Lie algebra g of
type F can be considered as a subalgebra of the simple Lie algebra e of4 6
type E . The exponents of E are 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11; this means that there are6 6
E -covariants6
f : e “ ei 6 6
of degrees i s 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 11. Those covariants do not vanish on
regular nilpotent elements.
When we restrict the adjoint representation of E on e to F we get6 6 4
e , g [ V .6 w0, 0, 0, 1x
The exponents of F are 1, 5, 7, 11 and the generalized exponents of weight4
w x0, 0, 0, 1 are 4 and 8. This signifies that any regular nilpotent element for
TABLE VI
Ž . Ž .Normal Exponents for Dynkin Types 2, 2, 0, 2 , 0, 2, 0, 2 ,
Ž .and 2, 2, 0, 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .2, 2, 0, 2 0, 2, 0, 2 2, 2, 0, 0
w x0, 0, 0, 1 4 4 }
w x1, 0, 0, 0 1, 5, 7 1, 5 1, 5
w x0, 0, 1, 0 3, 5, 7, 9 3, 5, 7 3
2 2 2w x0, 0, 0, 2 2, 4, 6 , 8 , 10 2, 4, 6 , 8 2, 4, 6
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g is also a regular element for e . It is not difficult using the grading on e6 6
associated with e to compute the partition of the Jordan normal form of a
Ž .generic element in N 0, 2, 0, 2 considered as a linear operator on e . By6
comparing with the partition of the Jordan normal forms of nilpotents in
e , we conclude that e is in the E nilpotent orbit with Dynkin characteris-6 6
Ž . Ž Ž . w x.tic 2, 0, 0, 2, 0, 2 of type E a3 in Carter's tables 7 . It is known that the6
Ž w x. Ž .closure of this nilpotent variety is normal see 4 and the normal
exponents are 1, 4, and 5. The exponents were also calculated by Richard-
w x Ž . Ž .son 16 . This means that f e / 0 for i s 1, 4, and 5. Or 0, 2, 0, 2 has ati
w xleast exponents 1 and 5 for weight 1, 0, 0, 0 and an exponent 4 for weight
w x Ž .0, 0, 0, 1 . This is what we set out to show, hence N 0, 2, 0, 2 is normal.
Ž .3.4. Normality and Ideal of N 2, 0, 0, 0 and Its Generating Function
of Exponents
The remaining nilpotent varieties are all small enough so that we were
Ž .able to compute the full generating function of the normal exponents.
Ž .Let us first consider the case D s 2, 0, 0, 0 . We wrote a computer
program in Maple that computed that the only nonzero dominant weight
iŽ i ŽŽ .;. . w xin H GrP, H grm * is 0, 0, 0, 1 , and then only if i s 3 or 7. Since
w x Žthere are no generalized exponents equal to 3 or 7 for 0, 0, 0, 1 they are,
.in fact, 4 and 8 it follows from the first normality criterion Corollary 10
Ž .that N 2, 0, 0, 0 is normal.
In fact, we calculated much more: in particular the G-structure of the
jŽ i ŽŽ .;. .cohomology groups H GrP, H grm * for all i and j. The results
require too much space to be given here, we make an exception for the
case j s i y 1, which gives an upper bound for the G-type of a minimal set
Ž .of generators of the ideal of N 2, 0, 0, 0 .
iy1Ž i ŽŽ Ž ..;. .In particular H GrP, H grm 2, 0, 0, 0 * is given by the follow-
ing generating functions:
16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8w x0, 0, 0, 0 q q 2 q q 2 q q 3q q 5q q 7q q 7q q 6q q 17q
7 6 5 4 3 2q19q q 16q q 8q q 4q q 2 q q 2 q q q
11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3w x0, 0, 0, 1 q q 2 q q 2 q q 11q q 7q q 4q q 3q q 4q q q
11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4w x1, 0, 0, 0 q q q q q q 5q q 5q q 5q q 4q q q
8 7 6 5 4 3w x0, 0, 1, 0 q q 4q q 4q q 2 q q q q q
8 5 4w x0, 0, 0, 2 q q q q q
8 5w x0, 1, 0, 0 q q q
Ž .It follows that the ideal of 2, 0, 0, 0 is generated by covariants of weights
w x Ž . w x Ž .0, 0, 0, 1 in degrees 4 and 8 , 1, 0, 0, 0 in degrees 5*, 7, and 11 ,
w x Ž . w x Ž .0, 0, 1, 0 in degrees 3, 5*, and 7 , 0, 0, 0, 2 in degrees 4* and 8 ,
w x Ž . Ž0, 1, 0, 0 in degrees 5* and 8 together with the quadratic invariant with
a little more care one can show that those indicated with an asterisk are
.not needed among the generators .
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Next we calculate explicitly the generating function
Ä Ä lE 2, 0, 0, 0 ; q [ E 2, 0, 0, 0 , l; q e .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
l
ÄŽŽ . . Ž .PROPOSITION 13. The generating function E 2, 0, 0, 0 ; q of normal
Ž .exponents of 2, 0, 0, 0 is the Taylor expansion of the rational function with
numerator
1 q ew0 , 1, 0, 0x q2 q ew1 , 1, 0, 0x q5 y 2 ew2 , 1, 0, 0x q6 y ew1 , 2, 0, 0x q7
and denominator
1 y ew1 , 0, 0, 0x q 1 y ew0 , 0, 0, 2x q2 1 y ew0 , 1, 0, 0x q3 1 y ew0 , 0, 2, 0x q4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
= 1 y ew0 , 1, 0, 0x q2 1 y ew2 , 0, 0, 0x q4 1 y ew0 , 2, 0, 0x q6 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
We remark that the coefficient of el evaluated at q [ 1 is equal to the
dimension of V L, where L is a Levi factor of P.l
Ž .Proof. For the grading associated with 2, 0, 0, 0 we have that m splits
in two homogeneous parts m s g [ g . Each part is irreducible when2 4
w xrestricted to the Levi factor L of P, with highest weights y1, 1, 0, 0 and
w x w x1, 0, 0, 0 . Restricted to the semisimple part L, L s C the highest weight3
w xof g is 0, 0, 1 and the other is trivial.2
w xBrion 2, p. 355 calculated the C -equivariant Hilbert series3




.w0 , 0, 1x w2, 0, 0x 2 w0, 0, 1x 3 w0, 2, 0x 4 41 y e q 1 y e q 1 y e q 1 y e q 1 y qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ä mŽ . Ž Ž ..qFrom this it follows that Ý E m; q e equals see Eq. 1mg XL
1
.w1 , 0, 0, 0x wy1, 1, 0, 0x w0, 0, 0, 2x 2 w0, 1, 0, 0x 31 y e q 1 y e q 1 y e q 1 y e qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w0 , 0, 2, 0x 4 w2, 0, 0, 0x 4= 1 y e q 1 y e qŽ . Ž .
Now consider
1
F [ ;1 w1, 0, 0, 0x wy1, 1, 0, 0x w2, 0, 0, 0x 41 y e q 1 y e q 1 y e qŽ . Ž . Ž .
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it can be written uniquely as F s F q F , where F is supported on1 11 12 11
the dominant weights and F on the nondominant weights. Explicitly,12
1 q ew1 , 1, 0, 0x q5 y ew2 , 1, 0, 0x q6 y ew1 , 2, 0, 0x q7
F s11 w1, 0, 0, 0x w0, 1, 0, 0x 2 w2, 0, 0, 0x 4 w0, 2, 0, 0x 61 y e q 1 y e q 1 y e q 1 y e qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
ewy1, 1, 0, 0x q
F [ .12 wy1, 1, 0, 0x w0, 1, 0, 0x 2 w0, 2, 0, 0x 61 y e q 1 y e q 1 y e qŽ . Ž . Ž .
Next we can write
ew0 , 2, 0, 0x q
w1 , 1, 1, 1xF e s12 w0, 1, 0, 0x 2 w0, 2, 0, 0x 61 y e q 1 y e qŽ . Ž .
ewy1, 3, 0, 0x q2
q ,wy1, 1, 0, 0x w0, 1, 0, 0x 2 w0, 2, 0, 0x 61 y e q 1 y e q 1 y e qŽ . Ž . Ž .
where the first component is supported on the nonregular dominant
weights, so this part will not contribute to the Euler characteristic. Write
F for the second part. Writing s g W for the reflection with respect to2 1
the first simple root, we get that
F [ s F ewy1, y1, y1, y1xŽ .3 1 2
ew0 , 1, 0, 0x q2
s w1 , 0, 0, 0x w0, 1, 0, 0x 2 w0, 2, 0, 0x 61 y e q 1 y e q 1 y e qŽ . Ž . Ž .
is fully supported on the dominant weights.
ÄŽŽ . .Using Proposition 8 the required series E 2, 0, 0, 0 ; q is then
F q F11 3
.w0 , 0, 0, 2x 2 w0, 1, 0, 0x 3 w0, 0, 2, 0x 41 y e q 1 y e q 1 y e qŽ . Ž . Ž .
By explicit calculation we can now verify the given formula.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.5. Normality of 0, 1, 0, 0 , 0, 0, 0, 1 , and 1, 0, 0, 0
Ž Ž ..These and the trivial case of 0, 0, 0, 0 are just the multiplicity free
cases. One way of proving this is by calculating the generating functions of
Žthe normal exponents. Using a calculation analogous to but even simpler
. Ž .than that for 2, 0, 0, 0 we calculated them.
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Ž .LEMMA 14. The generating functions for normal exponents for charac-
Ž . Ž . Ž .teristics 0, 1, 0, 0 , 1, 0, 0, 0 , and 0, 0, 0, 1 are as follows:
ÄE 0, 1, 0, 0 ; qŽ .Ž .
1
s ;w1 , 0, 0, 0x w0, 0, 0, 2x 2 w0, 1, 0, 0x 3 w0, 0, 2, 0x 41ye q 1ye q 1ye q 1ye qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
3Ž .
1ÄE 0, 0, 0, 1 ; q s ; 4Ž . Ž .Ž . w1 , 0, 0, 0x w0, 0, 0, 2x 21 y e q 1 y e qŽ . Ž .
and
1ÄE 1, 0, 0, 0 ; q s . 5Ž . Ž .Ž . w1 , 0, 0, 0x1 y e qŽ .
All the other nilpotent varieties have multiplicities, since the simple
w x Ž .module with dominant weight 0, 0, 0, 2 has multiplicity 2 in N 0, 0, 0, 2
Ž .and N 2, 0, 0, 0 ; the other nilpotent varieties are even bigger.
For the normality we recall that, for several years, this property has
Ž . Ž .already been known for 0, 0, 0, 1 and 1, 0, 0, 0 . Our proof will use the
Ž .third normality criterion Proposition 12. To prove normality for 1, 0, 0, 0
w xwe have to show that 1 is an exponent of weight 1, 0, 0, 0 , which is clear,
w xsince this covariant generates the maximal graded ideal of C g . To prove
Ž .normality of 0, 0, 0, 1 we have to show the existence of 2 as an exponent
w x Ž .of weight 0, 0, 0, 2 ; subsequently, to prove normality of N 0, 1, 0, 0 we
Ž . w xmust show that N 0, 1, 0, 0 has a cubic covariant of weight 0, 1, 0, 0 and a
w xquartic covariant of weight 0, 0, 2, 0 .
We shall construct these covariants now and all the normality or
non-normality proofs will be complete. Let V s V be the simplew0, 0, 0, 1x
G-module of dimension 26. Then
S2V s V [ V [ V .w0 , 0, 0, 0x w0, 0, 0, 1x w0, 0, 0, 2x
ŽŽ . w x.Now ht 0, 0, 0, 1 , 0, 0, 0, 1 s 2, but there is no normal exponent for
Ž . w x0, 0, 0, 1 of weight 0, 0, 0, 1 . So it follows that squaring induces a nonzero
quadratic covariant
g ; g l V “ g l V “ V : x ‹ p x 2Ž . Ž . Ž .w0 , 0, 0, 2x w0, 0, 0, 2x
Ž . Ž .for N 0, 0, 0, 1 . So N 0, 0, 0, 1 is normal.
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w xTo obtain the cubic covariant of weight 0, 1, 0, 0 we change V to the
adjoint representation V withw1, 0, 0, 0x
H2 V s V [ V .w1 , 0, 0, 0x w0, 1, 0, 0x
w xThere is no characteristic that has 3 as an exponent for weight 1, 0, 0, 0 .
Hence by taking third powers and projecting onto V we obtain aw0, 1, 0, 0x
w x Ž .nonzero cubic covariant of weight 0, 1, 0, 0 for N D if and only if
Ž w x. Ž .ht D, 1, 0, 0, 0 is at least 3, in particular when D s 0, 1, 0, 0 .
Ž .To finish the proof of normality of N 0, 1, 0, 0 we still have to find a
w xquartic covariant of weight 0, 0, 2, 0 . For this we use V s V andw0, 0, 1, 0x
take fourth powers. In that case
S2V s V [ V [ 2V [ Vw0 , 0, 0, 0x w0, 0, 0, 1x w0, 0, 0, 2x w0, 0, 0, 3x
[ V [ V [ V [ V [ V .w0 , 0, 1, 1x w1, 0, 0, 1x w1, 0, 1, 0x w2, 0, 0, 0x w0, 0, 2, 0x
Ž . Ž .Note that from the series 3 for D s 0, 1, 0, 0 it follows that the only
highest weight of a simple module occurring in the decomposition of S2V
Ž . w xthat has 4 as a normal 0, 1, 0, 0 -exponent is just 0, 0, 2, 0 . From the fact
that
w xht 0, 1, 0, 0 , 0, 0, 1, 0 s 4Ž .Ž .
Ž .it follows that taking first the 4th power in g l V followed by thew0, 0, 1, 0x
projection onto the V isotypical component induces a quartic covari-w0, 0, 2, 0x
Ž . w xant for N 0, 1, 0, 0 of weight 0, 0, 2, 0 . So the proof of normality of
Ž .N 0, 1, 0, 0 is complete. Consequently the proof of our classification Theo-
rem 1 is complete.
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